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By letter of 12 October 1976 the President of the Council of
the European communities requested the European Parliament, Pursuant
to Article 6 of the Council Decision of 18 February 1974 on the
attainrnent of a high degree of convergence of the economic policies
of the I'{ember States of the EuroPean Communities, to deliver an
opinion on the fourth medium-term economic policy programme.
The President of the European Parlia*"ni referred this programme
to the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education for its opinion.

At its meeting of 28 March 1975 the Committee on Economic
l,lonetary Affairs appointed ldr SCHWORER rapporteur.
It considered the

Programme

at its

meetings

and

of 4/5 November,

.22/23 Novenber, 2 December 1876, 27 ,January'and 24/25 February 1977
and unanimously adopted the.motion for a resolution in its entirety
at the last of these meetings.

vice-chairman;
der Hek, chairman; l'1r Notenboom,
ll
l'1r Schworer, raPPorteur; Lord Ardwick, Mr Clerfayt; Mr Lange,
I'1r Van der Mei, Mr Ripamonti, Mr Starke, Mr Tomney and Mr Zeyer.

Present:
rt

I,1r Van

The opinion of the Committee on Social Affairs, Ernployment and Education
is annexed to this report.
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'l'he riommi tl-ce on llcot-romir: and l"lonotary AI.ftrirs lrer:olry strlrrnit-s to ilre
Errrolrear! ParliamenE Ehe forrowi.nq motiorr for a rosolution, tg<;et5or

with explanatory statemont:

@
embodying the opinion of the European Parliament on
nedirrm-term economic poJ-icy programme

the draft fourth

The Errropean ParliarlgatE,

- having regard to the proposal from the comurigsionl;
- having been consulted by the councir pursuant to Article 6 of the
council Decision of 18 February 1974 on the attainment of a hi.gh
degree of convergellce of the economic polj-ciee of the Member States
of the European Community (Doc. 361/761;
- conscious of the importance of a lrealthy economy for the community,
for the Political and social conditions within the Community, of its
responsJ-bility towards the developing countries and of the need for an
international division of laborlr;
- having regard to the rePort of the Couurrittee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and the opinion of the committee on social Affairs, Employment arnd Education lDoc. 579/76\

;

1. Suppo::ts the proposal srrbmitted by the

Comrnission;

2- sEresses that the programme is essentialry a skereton plan, the
ultirnate value of which will depend on ilre submission by the
conunission of the necessary pract,icar propos.rls for the imprementation of the programme;

1 o.l llo . c rz, L7.r.17, p.l
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As reqards economic and monetarv union

3, Considers that the fourt,h medium-term economic policy Progralnme
is in line with the agreed principles of economic and monetary
union;regretshoweverthatLheprogrammecontentissogeneraland
the objectives it deals with so distant that in view of the
community's lack of ability to formulate decisions in Lhis field
it will hardly make a significant contribution to the realization
of economic and monetary union by 1980;
4. Recalls its resolution of 11 March 19761, in which it:- call,ed on the commission to submit proposals ',for the economic
andmonetarypolicymeasuresneededfortherestartingand
functioning of an economic and monetary union' ;
rto harmonize the economic and monetary
- andcalled on the Council
policies of the Member staEes through suit,ablo short ancl medirrmterm measures, making full use of the provisions of Llre l''ll-lc TreaEY';

5. Finds that the lack of progrcsE by the community tot{afds
and monetarY union is due to

economic

- the iack of political volition on the part of the council to take
the necessarY decisions;
- the tack of political volition on the part of the I'lember states
to act- in accordance with the decisions taken by the Council;
- the commission's hesitancy about submitting concrete proposals
where acceptance by the Council is in doubt;
6. Calls on the Commiesion to make it abundantly clear to the
Council that the Community now stands at a crossroads
where

- it must either make immediate, sustained and fuII use of existing
Community instruments, and create new ones, to guaranLee greater
convergence between economic development in the individual Member
States and to give genuine exp:ression to Community solidarity;
- or resign itself to steadily growing disparity between the economic
development of lvlember States, which cculd constitute a real
threat to the existence of the Community;
r oJ *.r. c.

79

,

5

.4 .76
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7.

its task aa an
organ of management authoritativel-y and not to restrict itgelf
in thie important field of Community actirrities to the administration
of Council decisione but rather to submit its own constructive propoeals iprneCiately fo: the necessary measures stated here;
eaLLG

on the Comrnisgion to fuLfil

g. Also calls on the Commission to invoke Article I1 of the
Council Decision of 18 February 1974 on the attainment of a high degree
of convergence of the economic policies of the Member States of the
European Comnunityl if
Member State fails to comply with the common
"
guidelines,'
short and medium-term
As reqards the fourth medium-term economic policv

proqramme

'.9. Recalls that price stability, external balance, growth and full
employment are equally valid objectives2;
1O. Emphasises that the achievement of these four objectives must be
the purpose of nedium and long-term economic policies; in shortterm economic policies more weight may be given to one or other
of these objectives in the light of current conditions;

11. Takes note, in the light of the aboue, of the Commission's
quantitative objectives for the period 1976/80:

proposed

(a) a halving of the Present number of unemployed by 1980;
(b) average economic growth of at least4Lz - 5% pex annumi
(c) a reduction in the rate of inflation to at most 4 - 5% by
1980 at the }atest;
(d) conuersion of the external deficit into a positive balance
of 0.5 - l% of GDP bY 1980;

-L2. Agrees that a lower level of unemployment cannot be achieved vrithout
- faster and more even economic arowth than in the last five-year period ind
- a considerable reduction in inflation;
1 oJ *o. L 63, 5.3.74

2 Cou.ncil Directive of 18 February 1974 on stability,
emplolrment in the Community (oJ No. L 63, 5.3.74)
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13.

Is of the opinion that bringing for^ward the aqe of retirement, reducing
working hours and raising the school leaving age are not on their own
suitable means for reducing unemplolzment;

L4. Sup;,rorts in particular the ideas for an active labour ma'rket 5'oIicy,
for abolishing unemployment amongst young people and for
.improving vocational training and. retraining schemes and increasing ;he
mobility of workers, and stresses the need to obtain better and more
comparable unemployment statistics in order to reveal the causes of
unemplolzment;

r5. Agrees with the Commiseion that close cooperation between the
Commission and the two sides of industry on the implementation of the
medium-term programme is of particular importance, further hrorker
participation in companies is an important factor in a wages and prices
policy as a component of a policy for higher and steadier grouith;

with the Commission that a strict currency and credit policy
is vital in order to achieve stability and in particular that limits
must be placed on the growth of the money supply;

16. Agrees

17. Is of the opinion that the Council must take urgent steps to transform
the European Monetary Cooperation Fund into an instrument for coordination between the Member States in the fields of currency and credit;
IB. Draws attention to the need for a structural policy to increase the
performance lnd competitivityd the economies of tl're Community countries
and is of the opinion that the concrete measures in the field of

sectoral structural policy proposed by the Commission in its medium-term
economic policy programme should have been given greater emphasis;
19.

Calls on the Commission to submit at long last tn 1977 a general structural policy progralTme to encourage and coordinate the necessary
restructuring and constant adjustmenL of the economies of the l,lember
States, taking particular account of the small and medium-sized undertakings in aII secl-ors;

20. CaIIs on the Commission to submit to the Council in the near future
proposals for the improvement of the Regional and Socia1 Funds and the
Guidance Section of the European Agricultural Fund as regards their
institutional and operational aspects and also cooperation between them,
in the light of structural and regional policy requirements;
21-.

Supports the Commission's view that market and profitability

prospects,
together with financing conditions, are of crucial sigrnificance for
the way in which investment evolves;
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22. Considers that the Commission has not made sufficiently clear its
concept of regular notification of information on investment projects
in sqne highly capital-intensive induetries, requires more detailed
information on the propoaal to iurprove transparency by introducin'.t 't
rqr.rular procerJure for tho nr:tlf tcntion of Jttllornrat lon on lttvoetmtrrrl
pru \tt<:Lr: tr'f ort' j l. <:att clol Iver trtr o1'rl,nlrtrt;
23. Enphasizes that the wishee expresscd by the EuroPean ParliamenL wlrclr
adopting the third medium-term Programme that, inter alia:
- the Commission should be entrusted wittr instruments of

economic

and monetary policY,

- greater cohesion

shor

Id be created between the policies of the

I'lember States,

- a more precise and concrete structural pol.icy should tr drawn rrJ',
and tl.at euatiaEic;rI aurvcy meLlrodc ghould t)o harmonizorl Lrl tJivt'
ir lx,t-l(!I. t)aEig for comparlson of cConoinic (lata i.n tho ('otttntttrrill',
have not been fulfitlccl , and reiterates these vier're;

24. Expecls, in view of the failure of the third trEogramne, that the
Commission will purgue a practical policy by making the fourth
progranme a reference point for national economic policies, updating the
medium-term projections each year, regularly examining the compatibiJ-ity of national budgetary policies wlth the medium-term objectives,
suggesting to Uhe Council annual gtrantitative objectives for the
currency policies of the individual States and creating at Cornmunity
levet the conditions for consultation procedures between the two siclt's
of industry;

25. Instructs its Committee on Econonic and Monetary Sffairs to keep a
close watch on the realization of the fourth programne and, where
necessary, to draw up a further report;
26. Instructs its president to forward this resolution and the explanatory
statement not onty to the Councit and Connission but also to the
covernments and parliaments of the Member States.
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EIPLANATORY STATEMESTT

By letter of 12 October 1976 the European Parliament was consulted
by the Council on the Commission's proposal for the fourth medium-term
economic

policy

programme.

At the meetings of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
of 18 October and 4 November L976, the Commission stressed the need for
the European Parliament to deliver its opinion during the November Partsession, so that the Council could take a decision on the programme on
22 November 1976. The Committee on Economic and Irtonetary Affairs was
not able, however, to draw up its report on the Comrnission's proposals
in such a short space of time.
Despite the committee's desire to help the Council to adopt the
fourth medium-term economic policy prograrnme before the end of the year,
it was unable to submit a report for the December part-session as it
considered it necessary to give the committee on Social Affairs,
Hnplolzment and Education the opportunity to deliver an opinion.
However, the Committee on Economic and llrnetary Affairs would like
to point out that neither the Commission nor the Council could expect
the European Parliament to examine with sufficient care the medium-term
framework within which short-term economic policy is to be shaped, in
the short time originally allovred for the Council.

In this connection it should be pointed out that likewise in 1970
criticism of the short time available was made by the committee's
rapporteur during consideration of the third medium-term economic
policy programme. The Council and the Commission will have to give
the European Parliament reasonable time when the fifth programme is
drawn up in due course.
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I. TIIE

COMMISSION'S PROPOSAL

a. AnA1vsis of the situation
l. The diagnosis is already familiar; in this connection the draft
Fourth Programme list,s the effects of the economic crisis on the
Community as follows:
- the excessively high rate of inflation, three times as high as the
earlier figure of 3 Eo 4%i
- the very high rate of unemployment (5 million jobless);
- the extremely problematic disparities in the development of the
llember States' economies;
- the ungtable rates of

exchange.

the numerous causes of inflation are certain conjunctural
factors, as already pointed out intheMaldague t.po.tI,
Among

- insufficient and belated awareness of the dangers of inflation;
- ttre excesgive growth of domestic and international liquidity;
- the excessively high rate of income growth;
in addition to which there are also the structural
- rising social tensions and increasing difficulties
a social consensus,

causes:

in establishing

- increaEe in the number and influence of market-dominating undertakings,
which impose a cert,ain rigidity in the economic structure;
- lack of flexibility

in the labour market.

2. The reasons for the Community's inability to cope with the crisis
stem from three factors:
- the diversity of economic and social structures,
- differences in adjustment to social developments and the collapse
of the social consensus in several countries,
- inadequate coordination of policies within the Community.
I on the problene of inflation
- 11 -
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\.
Eical .)i?.,"roiIiry
1eveI, tL : dt.=fereilt interests
rr:ake it jncreasingty difficult
is why

ar

communiry

of Lhe rzarl-o,-s individual !,lemlcer Staues
to work out a )omnrunity solution.
This

no joint action was taken vis-i-vis

the oi1

embargo,

there has been a falling off in the trend towards liberalization of
capital movements,

regional imbalances have become

more pronounced.

b. Obiectives
3. The draft Fourth Medium-term
objectives:

programme

lays

down

a series of

- an average growth rate of 4 - 5% for the period 1976-1980 (France abqrt
5.5%; Italy, Belgium, Ireland and Denmark 4.5 - 5%; Germany and the
Netherlands between 4 and 5%; the United Kingdom between 4 and 4.5%;
Luxembourg 3 - 3.5%);
- an inflation rate of about

4-5%

by IggO at the latest;

- a return to fuII

employment by 1990, i.e. a
seeking emplolrment willbe able to find it;

Position in which

anyone

- as far as external economic balance is concerned, the Community should
aceept an external deficit., but by 1990 it shoutd achieve a positive
external balance of some 0.5 to I% of GDp (goods, services and factor
incomes) .

rn the draft Fourth Report the mutual clependence of these quantitative
and qualithtive objectiLes, e.g. the achievement of a better
regional barance, environmental protection, a cl0sing of income gaps
and the improvement of riving and working ionditions, is emphasised.
4. A p€ruear of the draft Fourth programme indicates that the
implementation of these quantitative objectives is eery uncertain, as it
is rinked with numerous conditions that are very difficurt to bring
into line with each other:
- the requirement that a consensus be worked out between the two sides
of industry and the public authorities, at both national and Community
Ieve I

;

- a readiness on the part of the two sides of industry not to fook for
an increase in the short-term in their share of the national
income;
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- the promotion of productive investments and a cutting back of
private consumption;
- close coordination of the monetary and credit policies of the
I{ember States.

Furthermore, the Fourth Programme is based on a number of
hypotheses with regard to:

- an average annual growth rate of 8 - 8.5/o Ln the unweighted volume of
world imports,
- an annual increase of 7 - 8L in the price index of the main industrialized
countries in the OECD area,
- an increase in imports by the

OPEC

countries.

c. Implementat,ion of the quidelines
f6 achieve these objectitres the Fourth programne recommends:
Public finance
5. Budgetary strategy should play a key role, and over the next few years
will have to aim at the following objectives depending on the country
involved:

- to reduce the public authorities' borrowing requirement,
- toincrease the re-distributive impact of public finance,
- to contribute to job creation,
- to limit the increase in ttre share of public expenditure in national
income and to increase the effectiveness of public expenditure.
A further increase in public expenditure would lead to a corresponding
increase in taxation and parafiscal charges and take too many real
resources out of the market; it would thus be a factor of Cost-push
inflation. For this reason, it has been rejected in many l4ember States.
At the same time, there is a growing demand for public services (new
social demands in connection with the protection of the environment,
improvement of living conditions in conurbat,ions and vocational
training) .
The following objectives could be set for the public authorities,
borrowing requirement for 1980: public sectcr deficits of zero or almost
zero in France, Denmark and Lu<embourg; between 1 and 2% of GDp in
Germany, some 2/" of cDP in Belgium and a still higher public sector
deficit in ltaly, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

-13-
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Emplovment PoIicv

6. An intensive employment policy wiII have Lo set, the following objectives:
- measures to provide training and re-training,
- genuine promotion of geographical mobility,
- upgrading of manual work;
t,o a lesser extent, on the other hand:

- reduetion of working hours andbringing forward of the age of retirement.
In these last two cases the principle of selectivity should be applied.
' Incomes policv
7. 'Ihe fight against inflation requires better control of incomes; the
prerequisite for th:-s is ttrat profits should return to a normal
level. The self-discipline that the two sides of industry will have
to show in the question of irrcomes if this is to happen will be all
the more easily attained if policies designed to share out the constraints
satisfaetoriiy are implemented. For this purpose, the fcllowirrg
measures are required:
- in

some Itilember

States adjustments to the wage structure;

- in the case of the incomes of self-employed persons, the elimination
of certain unjustified gains,
- l-he reduction of income differences between regions.
'

Corrsumer

policv

B. T'c codbat the enormous price differences between the individuat
countries, a genuine opening up of markets in the interests of the
consumer should be encouraged by Edopting a system for gathering and
publishing prices for a nunlcer of, important and identical products.
7 Proraotion of investment

g. rn order to achieve a rapid return to furt employment, investment
must increase at, a rate higher than that of cDp. Sales and profit
expectations are a key factor in the creation of the necessary climate
of confidence. Ttre following should also be encouraged:
- the mobilization of rong-term saving at appropriate interest rates,
- the slowing down in increases of taxes and parafiscaL charges,
- better information on structural development,
- a continuous innovation effort.
-]-4-
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Competition policv

10. An act,ive co'npetition policy will have to be based on the frllowing
measures:
i

- stronger contrcl over abuse by firms with dominant positions on the
market,

- control of concentrations at both nationaL and
- improvement of the viability

Community

levels,

of small and medium sized firms,

- the el.imination of artifical competition advantages (strict application
o.E Articl-es 92 and 93 of the Treaty of Rome, opening up public
contracts to as wide a market. as possible, etc.)
Strenqthenins the Community

1I. The internal strengthening of the Community requires the strict
apprication of the provisions of the council Decision of lB February
1974 on the attainment of a high degree of convergence of the econom-ic
poli.cies of the lrlember States.
In the field of external economic policy, it is essential to prevent
disparate export-promoting measures at national level (definition at
Community level of trade policy instruments: export credit and
insurance, framework agreements on cornmercial cooperation etc.).
lhe draft Fourth Programme also attaches great importance to the
reduction of regional disequilibria and the expansion of common policles
(especially a deliberate poticy of promoting industrial reconversion).

-15-
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II.

COMI\,IENTS ON THE }4OTION FOR

A

RESOLUTION

Point I
The drawing uP

of the Fourth Medium-term Economic policy

programme has

been characterized by repeated delays.

Pursuant to Article 6 of the Council Decision of tB February L974 on
the attainment of a high degree of convergence of the economic policies of
the Member States of the European Economic Communityl thereinafter referred.
to as the council Decision of 18 February L974) the commission establishes
'at regular intervals and at least once every five years . . . a draft
medium-term economic policy programme.' Ihe Fourth progranune should therefore
llave been adopted by the end, of 1975 and the Conunission had. given an assurance
that its proposals wourd, be submitted, before the summer of 1975.
I'he many uncertainties characterizing all attempts at assessing future

short-term economic trends in 1974-1975 naturally made it difficult to draw
uP a Progralnme of this kind during the first half of L975. This does not,
however, explain the need,lessly long delay that has been experienced, and
the urgent structural problems within the.Community should have prompted the
Commission to quicken the pace as much as possible.

Point

2

fhe commission themselves stress that 'the reference framework which
the programme represents will have to be translated. into concrete economic
policy measures; the commission will put forward appropriate proposals for
these. ' 2

ro,

No. L 63, 5-3.74

2 s"" point 13 in the
Commission's foreword
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Moreover, Article 5 of the Council Decision of 18 February 1974 gtates:

'ParaIIeI to the adoption of the progralnme, the Council sha1l,
where appropriate and on a proposal from the Commission, unanimously
adopt any decisions, directives or recommend,ations necessary to
achieve the objectives set out in the prograrune and to implement the
measures for which it provides.'
not put forward any concrete proposals of this nature
in connection with the draft progranme, but it has drawn attention in its
foreword to a number of areas in which it intend.s to submit proposals at a
later date. The value of the prograrune naturally depends on the Commission
putting forward aL the right time the right concrete measures needed to
implement and update the prograrnme.
The Commission has

Points 3 - I
Pursuant to the Council Decision of 18 February 1974 the purpose of
the medium-term prograrnme is 'in the context of economic and monetary union,
to facilitate and guide structural changes - sectoral, regional and social and to ensure the convergence of overall economic policies.'

Point 3 contains the statement that, the present draft prograrrune is in
line with the agreed principles of economic and monetary union but that,
by itself, it will hardly make a significant contribution to the realization
of this union by 1980.
The rapporteur is naturally aware that the Commission can only to a
limited extent be blamed for the lack of progress towards economic and
monetary union. The main causes are to be found in the disparity between
the economic and monetary development of Member Stbtes and in the Council's
inability to reach agreement on the institutional arrangements, etc., that
will be needed to ensure greater convergence and for which the European
Parliament has made repeated requests.
However, the view has also been repeatedly e:tpressed in the Committee on Econand
l{onetary Affairs that the Commission must share some of the blame since
omic
it has had too great a tendency to confine itself to putting forward. proposals reflecting the common denominatog of the standpoints of the ltember
Governments.

The committee has conseguently been obliged to emphasize the Commission's
as an organ of management and the Commission is urged Lo use the

role
authority it is invested with by virtue of Article 11 of the Council Decision
of 18 February 1974 Lo ensure that Member States adhere to the guidelines
laid down by the Council on monetary and bud.getary policies.

-L7-
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point out that the Commission ought to
ensure that Member States in future fulfil their obligation to draw up
5-year public investment progranan.=I to be implemented in accordance with
the reguirements of current economic activity within the framework of public
The rapporteur would furthermore

expenditure.

It was the rapporteur's original intention in the motion for a resolution
to go into greater detail on the concrete measures mentioned inter alia in
point L2 of the Commission's foreword aimed at guaranteeing a greater degree
of convergence in economic and monetary development, including the effective
coordination of the short and med.ium-term economi-c policies of Member States,
essential regional and sectoral structural policy measures, and measures in
the field of exchange rate policy.
The rapporteur did not feel it was right, however, to propose that the
committee embark on an extremely time-consuming discussion of these topics.
He did, however, consider it imperative to place on record that the Community
has arrived at a cross-roads where it. will either have to enforce at
Community level a greater degree of convergence between economic development
in the l,lember States or it will have to resign itself to steadily growing
disparity, which could constitute a rea] threat, to the existence of the
Community. The Commission ought to make this abundantly clear to the Council.

Points 9 - I0
Pursuant to Article I in the Council Directive of .18 February 1974 on
stability, growth and fuII emplolment, the objective of the economic policies
of tlember States is the achievement of price stability, external balance,
growth and full employment.
Pursuant to point 2 in the Commission's foreword and in accordance with
the objectives formulated at the l.ripartite Conference in L976, the prime
economic policy objective at Corununity and national level over the coming 4
years must be the re-establishment of fuII employment.
The raPPorteur agrees that ttre Community's most acute problem is the
Iarge number of unemployed. fhe situation may, however, change - at least

in some areas of the Comrnunity. The Cornmunity must therefore be able,
Iaying down guidelines for Member States, short_term economic policies,
to attrlbute greater priority to one or other of these objectives.

1 S." Article 6 in the Council Directive of 18.2.Lg74 on
stability,
and. full employment in the Community (oJ No. L 63, 5.3.L974)
- 18 -
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Points 1I and

12

In points 11 and 12 the committee takes note, in the light of what is
contai-ned in the foreword to the draft report, of the commission's guantitative
objectives.
Major structural problems, the uncertainty of the present economic
situation and, the possibility that world trade will suffer further disruptions all make it extremely difficult to judge whether the guantitative
objectives 3re realistic.
The rapporteur nevertheless agrees that the
unemplolment problem cannot be solved unless the Community attains the
guantitive objectives proPosed by the commission. He therefore emphasizes
the urgent necessity of the commission putting forward proposals for essential
concrete measures at Community level relating to:

- effective coordi-nation of the short-term and medium-term
economic policies of Member States;
- necessary regional and. sectoral structural policy measures;
- the European monetary system.
The rapporteur must emphasize that coordination of the objectives of
short-term and medium-term econqnic policies is the only way in which the
Conmunity can create the proper basis for the parallel and perhaps automatic
develolment of monetary cooperation.

As regards the wording of point 12, the conunittee vras aware that the
two conditions mentioned in this point were necessary for a lasting reduction
of unemployment, but were not, try themselves, sufficient.. However, it
seemed pointless to recite the list of all the other measures which would
need to be carried out, such as regional and sectoral structural policy
and vocational- training, which are mentioned elsewhere in the motion for
a resolution. In this connection it was stressed that the order in which
the points appeared in the motion for a resolution did not of course imply
any order of priority of the problems.

Points L3 -

15

Bringing forwardthe age of retirement, reducing working hours and raising
the school-Ieaving age are objectives with which one can agree or disagree.
The possibility of achieving such progress in what is primarily the sphere
of sociar and education poricy depends on developnents in production,
productivity and production costs. To regard shorter working hours, for
exampJ-e, sirnpJ.y as a means of reducing unemployment figures is to ignore

the economic realities.
The rapporteur agrees that closer cooperation between the social partners
will be necessary if the objectives fixed in the programme are to be

-19-
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achieved. The rapporteur clearly does not imagine that the Conunission
will be initiating consultations with separate social groups etc. The
vital question is to bring about greater acceptance of the social consensus.
Considerable headway was made in this respect at the Tripartite Conference
in June L976. The Conunission ought to make further progress in this
direction and thus help to ensure that the social consensus and common
economic interests are reflected in the economic policy of each individual
I4ember State.

Points 18 -

22

The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs has repeatedly underlined the necessity of the Commission taking initiatives in the field of

sectoral structural policy, particularly in the tight of the sharp rise in
unemployment, the Community's diminished international competitiveness and
the industrialized countries' problems and responsibilities in connection
with'a new economic world order.' Apart from measures taken in a snall
number of selected sectors of industry e.g. shipbuitding, textiles, computers
and aerospace, the Commission has been very reluctant to act.
When presented
with the demand for a general structural policy progranme the Commission
has made constant reference to the Fourth Medium-term Economic Policy
ProgranEne.

The rapporteur was therefore very surprised, to learn that sectoral
structural policy occupies such a mod.est place in the Commission,s d,raft
Programme- It is the rapporteur's opinion that structural policy is one of
tl,: most essential aspects of medium-term economic policy. The rapporteur
agrees that the Community's role in this area ought to be to inspire and.

coordinate the restructuring that is envisaged, and would. further emphasize
that, in so doing, sPecial consideration oughL to be given to the interests
of small and medium-sized businesses. On the other hand, this should certainly
not be taken as meaning that the Community should impose structural policy
guidelines on Member States.
The rapporteur is nevertheless
idea of setting uP a system for the

a little worried. about the Commission,s
regular notification of information on
investment projects with the aim of improving transparenqf in certain highly
capital-intensive industries, where there is a danger of surplus capacity.l
The rapporteur naturally agrees that there is a need to extend our
knowredge of the reguired scope of restructuring and. that, in view of the
influence that the investment projects of major companies may have on the
economic and regional situation in ind,ividual Member States as also on
capital markets, greater prior knowledge of major investment projects will
be required. The rapporteur fears, however, that the system proposed by
the commission could later be used as part of a new system for d.irecting
invest:nent.

1 ,." the penultimate paragraph
under point 9 in the Commission,s foreword
pE 46.355/fin.
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Other members of the committee did not share the rapporteur's fears
However, there was almost unanimous agreement that the
about this.
programme did not explain the objectives and details of the system precisely
enough; the ccnnnittee, therefore, did not feel able to deliver an opinion
on this point.

Points 23 -

25

Ttre rapporteur considers it only right and proper to place on record
that the Community has in no way achieved the objectives laid down in the
Itrird lledium-term Economic Po1icy Prograrnne. fhis is partly due to the
wortd-wide increase in rates of inflation in the early 1970s and the drastic
rise in the price of oil in 1973 - L974.

At the same time, however, the Community and, I{ember Countries must also
take their share of the blame, as the anticipated strengthening of institutions and eoordination of the economic policies of llember States \ilere not
implemented; in particular, cooperation in the field of exchange rates was
unable to match the great expectations that were entertained.
fn order to avoid a similar failure with the Fourth Programme, it will
need to be constantly updated and, in connection with this updating, a list
ought to be drawn up of the problems mentioned. in the Fourth Programme that
are as yet unresolved.
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T?T,
CONCLUSIONS
IIf
._

of the Fourth programme correspond exactly to those
out in
the Third Programme, with the possible exception of the
a€t
order of priorities and, more particularry, the urgent necessity of
achieving them, of which we are aware today.
Analysis of the
eeonomic situation today shows that the Fourth l,ledium-term Economic
Policy Programme for 1976 to 1980 was drawn up in a situation fundamentally
different from that prevailing when the three previous programmes were
drawn up. The draft Fourth Report, therefore, appears during what is a
crucial period for the Commr:nity.
The objectives

rn this connection, the draft Fourth Report expressry states:
'Arthough the dangers of disintegration have so far been overcome, the
community is now under a particularly serious threat, and the period
covered by the Third programme has been one of setback. The objective
of achieving a Community of growth and stability has not been achieved,
therehas been no progress towards economic and monetary union, and the
comrnunity has *rown itsetf to be incapable of finding a corlectirre
and creative response to the crisis.'1
of interesi. nere is dre faqt that tira Eirropearr Parlidlr€rrt; l.iiieir it
adopted the Third Medium-term programme2,
l

- was of the opinion that there was not enough cohesion
States in the field of ecsurie policy;

among

the

l,lember

carled for medium-term strategy, aimed in particurar, at creating
economic policy inst,rument under the contror of the commission;

an

- further considered the explanation of the objectives for the Community
in the fierd of structural policy to be too general and carled for
a detaired and positive explanation of these objectives.
After reading through the progranme one can acarcely avoid the impression
that the 'entwicklungef{hige profil'(growth profile) at this ,Anfang,
(initial stage) of a medium-term prograrxme for the period 1976 to 19g0
will gradually become blurred and lost in a runaway 'Konjunkturverlauf,
(cyclical trend) . rn reality_ 1 number of the_ mea-sures p:oposed for the
implementation of the Fourth Medium-ferm Programme were requested a long
time ago and have not been adopted by the councit. The community strategry
proposed in the Fourth Medium-term progiramme is problematical; it is
further stated in the Fourth Economic Programme: trq view of the uncertainty
l-*Fourth

Brogramme, page I7
)
-Lange
Report, Doc. tgg/7o (points 6, 10 and 16 of the
motion for
resolution) .
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which continues to weifi 6n tfre economic situation, the frogramme must
continue to evolve during the period it covers, with this document
representing only the initial st,age'l. The way in which this programme

its weakne""."3.
certainty2
"rrd
would then remain only the memory of desirable objectives ...

I Fourth Progranune,

page

There

11

cf. Concepts like 'Anfang,, ,profil' and ,Konjunkturverlauf,
3 'For
example, paragraph 99 on the impact of murtinationar undertakings:
' . -. consideration should be given to introducing measures at Community
level. . . '
2
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IV.

COMIVIENTS

ON THE OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL AFFAIRS,

EMPLOYMBIT AND EDUCATION

Point

1

This point corresponds to point 12 of the motion for a resolution.
However, the committee does not think it fitting to give a pessimistic
assessment of the possibilities of achieving these objectives; they are
after all objectives and not projections.
Points 2 -

5

points refer to various aspects of the fact that the Mediumterm Programme proposed by the Commission does not include guidelines for
the individual }4ember States.
These

The rapporteur agrees that it is regrettable that the Commission
was unable to lay down guidelines for the individual countries, but, on
the other hand, has to admit that, if the commission had attempted to do
so, the guidelines would prolnbly have been mainly of academic interest.
The problems dealt with in the opinion will have to be solved through the
community guiderines for Member states' short-term economic policies.
This applies to the 'phase' problem mentioned in point 2, for example.
The commission is aware of this in its programme and the committee on
Econcmic anc: Monetary Affairs has no information to justify criticism
of the progranune on this point.

Points 6 - I
the problems mentioned here are not again problems to be
solved through short-term economic policy, the committee considers the
Foints to be adequately dealt with in points 6, 14 and ?4 of the motion for
a resolution.
Where

Points 9 and I0

In point 15 of the motion for a resolution the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs stressed the importance of close cooperation with
the two sides of industry; however, the committee does not think it
appropriate in this connection to go into so rnuch detail on the very
important questions of worker participation, profit sharing and capital
accumulation by employees, as is done in the opinion.
Points II - 13
The rapporteur considers that these points are covered by points
14 and 23 ct the motion for a resolution. In view of the many irnportant
measures mentioned in these points, to devote a separate point in the
motion for a resolution to the setting up of new training places would
seem to be giving the latter too high a priority.
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Points 14 and

15

with these views and it is stressed in the motion
for a resolution that both sectoral and regional structural policies
(points 18 - 20) deserve a prominent place in a medium-term economic policy;
the conunittee calls on the Commission to subrnit proposals for the institutional
and operational improvement of and better coordination between the Community's
various Funds.
1,he rapporteur agrees

Paint.

15

This would contradict point 1 of the motion for a resolution.
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL AFFAIRS,
EITIPLOYII{ENT

AND

EDUCATION

Draftgnan: Mrs Kellett-Bowrnan
On 23 November 1976 the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment
and Education appointed Mrs KELLETT-BOWMAN draftsman.

It considered the draft opinion at its meeting of l7/I8 January
and adopted it unanimously.
Present:

IvIr

van der GUN, chairman; Mrs

KELLETT-BOWMAN,

draftsman;

.YT ALBERS, MT DONDELINGER, MTs DUNWOODY, MT GRANELLI, MT HANSEN,

t{r

MARTENS

Mr SAImER,

1977

o.,

(deputizing for Mr PISONI), Lord MURRAY of Gravesend,
Mr VANDEWIELE (deputizing for tur ninZSCHEL) .
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General

Remarks

The commirtee on social Affai-rs and Emptoyment agrees with the
Committee responsible (Economic and Iuonetary Affairs) on the unsatisfactory
time limits given by the Council. These reduced the chance of the parliament
being abre Lo discuss this extremery important matter in depth.

1.

the contents of the Commission's Fourth programme on medium-term
economic 5rcricy are concerned, there cannot be any disagreement on the
targets proposed by the Commission. The Social Affairs and Employment
Committee however doubts whether the ideas contained in the document are
realistic, bearing in mind the very different developments of the economic
situation in the member countries. When the different structural problems
in the various national economies are taken into account, a statement such
as 'in the medium term, rapid economic Arowth wilI facilitate the re-estabtishment of stabitity'1 does not seem to be very helpful.
2.

Where

fn addition to the possibility of limiting the self-interest of socj-al
groups at the national level through wage and price aqreements, it shouLd
also be trrcssible to a much larger extent to direct public authority spending
so as to give incentives to productive industry both within Member states and
across national frontiers within the Community in order to aid the poorer
3.

areas and regions.

4.

The most severe problem for the Community is not only the existing
imbalances in the economic, social and cultural structures of the }4ember
States, but also those whieh will be caused by stresses created during the
recovery period, which differ from one country to another. production costs
and prices in Ivlenber States are diverging more widely. At the same time
the employment situal-ion is s1owly improving in some Member States while it
contj-nues to deteriorate in others. The slow growth of private consumption
and the low-rate of fixed investment are also probl-ems which have to be taken
into consideration. This is causing an ever-widening gap in the prosperity of
I"Iember states, which makes a coherent community soeial policy ever more
difficult to achi-eve.

5. The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment in this context regar6s
with deep concern the problem of unemployment among young people and women,
and with regard to present developments, fails to see cor:structive programmes
in the medium-term for these groups of people in the Commission's Fourth

rro". 36r/76,

p.4
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medium-term programme.

At present the number of young peopre unemproyed
is estimated to be more than 2 mirlion, which - for the united Kingdom
and ltaly - represents a considerabte increase over last year's figures.
For the next four years the number of young peopte coming into the labour
market is likely to increase steadity, thus creating a dangerous situation.
Another problem is the sharp increase in unemployment among women, which
seems to be most Prevalent among married women returning to work after some
years'absence; this could negate the commission's efforts to secure equal
oplrcrtunities for women in employment and training.
6. There is a grave danger that if the economic situation cannot be
stabilised, the social situation will deteriorate to such an extent that the
community may disintegrate. Setting vague targets which cannot be achieved
is likely to exacerbate rather than improve this situation. And even in a
medium-term document, the Committee would. have liked to see the Commission
putting for*rard contingency plans to deal with a further deterioration in the
world eonomic situation, caused by, for example, a further rise in the
price of oil and raw materials. As it stands, this document is so vague that
it lays down no discernible overall community strategy for the medium-term
and few specific suggestions for Community action.
lsks the Committee on Economic and !4onetary Affairs to include in its
resolution the following trrcints:
CONCLUSIONS

1. Acc-pts that the aims presented, 4\ - 5 per cent growth, halved unemployment,
Slial reduction of inflation 4 - 5 per cent are desirable, but doubts
whether they can be achj-eved within the time-scale (points 4 and 5)I;
2. feels that, although the CommissionFoirt S2)acknowledges that the 'growth
path must take account of the differences of phase in the economics of
member countries', insufficient weight is attached to this factor when
setting targets and dates for their achievement;
3. calls for the Commission to formulate contingency plans in case things
get worse as the economic improvement that began in 1975 apPears to be
falling off;
4. accepts the realism of the Commission's view Fant 65) that substantial
deficits in public finance cannot continue in the medium term, once
recovery has been achieved, but wonders how more 'flexibility of financial
policyi can secure their reduction without serious industrial unrest

1ro".361/76
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5. agrees that "corrt.Lnuous anr.1 srrstained growtl'(pcint 72) would "aIlow income
allocation and disLributir:rr I>roblems to be more easily solved' but i.s
concerned ttrat a lcrwer growth rate is acce;rted for these countri-es where the
problems are at present most serious;
6.

agrees that 'full emplolrynent based on sustained and steady growth ...
is a necessary condition for social Frogress' (point 80) ; that,
moreover, to pursue macro-econonic objectivel or to put the contingency
plans referred to in point 3 into operation would be impossj-ble without
giving priority, in curtailing the social consequences of thr: slump in
produrction, to a dynamic l-abour poIic1" with measures to safeguard the
income of '.rnemploired persons, ttrerr vocational training and their
re-employment;

7.

poirrts ouc ti'rat wht-i'-, unfortunately certain Mearber States have to reduce
thej.r pubric auttrolrr,y spending, it does not mean thal at the same time
the budget of t-he Community as a whole has to be reduced, since it shoulC
be possible for the richer states to assi-.st-- the poorer, thus accelerating
recovery;

8.

believes that protecting jobs rnj-ght requi::e a temporary increase of
spending in budget wherever possible;

9. prefers voluntary wagerlprice agreements bui: no',es that they can only be
expected to succeed (a) when there are safeguards tc; inoustrial investment
and (b) where the work-force can expect other imprcrrernents withrn social
situation, most notably through worker participatron
cr)1d ,rr5,riit sharing
schemes;

10. accepts that the encouragement of capital accumulation by emnloyees (point 95)
can assist in the achievement and mairrtenance of social consensus but
considers that the matter is so urgent that the target date of 19BO should
be advanced;
11. considers that the Comnrission should u.ndertake an enquiry into the impact
of structural changes on the employment situatrcn and the pattern of
employment, with particular reference to the problems of youth and female
unemployment;

L2. regirets that, in a document of 150 paragraphs, the Commission devotes only
one sentence Soirt12! to the need to supply sufficient trainrng places,
despite the need, accepted throughout the document, for innovatron arrd
flexibility;
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13. stresses the need for st.atistical survey methods to be harmonised in
the economic and social sphere and that time lags in publication should
be speeded up to provide a valid basis for up-to-date comparisons between
Member

States;

L4. considers that more emphasis should be placed on the development of
the regions and investment in the poorer areas in the context of a
structurar changes'in employment Patterns;

15. welcomes in this connection the suggesLions that the EIB 'should continue
to earmark a substantial proportion of the loans for projects serving
regional objectives' (Point L4O);

16. deplores the global character of the commission document and the
fact that the European communities failed to come to grips with
and provide even medium-term structural solutione for the seriouE
situation existing in the Cmnunity.
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